Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article. Figure S1 . Validation of Nelder-Mead optimization for deriving variable-mixture yield strategies and variable-mixture sustainable strategies.
. Sensitivity indices of the relative damage obtained with constant-mixture strategies. Figure S3 . Hierarchical clustering of the proportion of R fields to be sown for variable-mixture yield strategies in a landscape in which infections from the reservoir predominate. Figure S4 . Comparison of the damage reduction achieved with constant-mixture yield strategies and constant-mixture sustainable strategies for a resistance gene requiring 2 mutations to be broken down.
Appendix S1. Derivation of the optimal variable-mixture strategies with a Nelder-Mead algorithm.
Appendix S2. Implementation of model analyses. 
defines the connectivity between the elements of the landscape (fields, reservoir). Appendix S1. Derivation of the optimal variable-mixture strategies with a Nelder-Mead algorithm.
In this note we provide evidence that a Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm efficiently identifies variable-mixture strategies of resistance deployment. We only considered variable strategies    is given in Table S1 . (Table 1) . The model was then run for 480 parameter combinations of the corresponding full factorial design. We then estimated sensitivity indices as the proportion of the total variance explained by a given factor alone (main effects) or by its higher order interactions, by fitting analysis of variance (ANOVA) linear models including four-order interactions to the simulations. All parameters were treated as qualitative factors (their levels are detailed in Table   1 ). The fit of the ANOVA models was very good (>99% of the variance explained), making it possible to determine sensitivity indices accurately. The parameters , fp nn and d n were not included in the analyses, in accordance with the results of the transformation into a dimensionless model described above. Global sensitivity analyses were combined with graphical one-at-a-time analysis of the three most important parameters identified by global sensitivity analyses, to determine the individual impacts of these parameters on the output of the model. 
